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SecureEPLS adds more Features & Exclusion List to Service
Edentech adds new features for all subscribers including more Grouping and Exporting options, additional
price flexibility, and access to the Oregon Sanctioned Providers Database.
All added to the base product for all users at no addtional cost.
PALM HARBOR, Fla. - Nov. 9, 2021 - PRLog -- Edentech Solutions Group LLC is pleased to announce
the addition of client requested new features, and access to the new Oregon Exclusion Database. These
additions are available immediately for all SecureEPLS Subscribers. These new features continue to
enhance the clients experience while utilizing the system to Screen and Verify Employees and Vendors for
Exclusion.
The new features include additional Grouping and Exporting options that allow SecureEPLS clients to
better target which individuals and/or vendors they can screen against which Federal and/or State Lists.
The new pricing flexibility allows SecureEPLS clients to choose between Transaction based, or Provider
based Pricing Plans.
 By utilizing the Grouping feature, clients can organize their work more efficiently and process more
expediently. How to group is completely customizable by the users.
 Enhanced Exporting now allows users to download their saved Individuals and Vendors by Groups, or
in Total. Downloading is useful for offline editing, and the ability to upload back into SecureEPLS at a
later time
 The new pricing flexibility allows different types of Client organizations to pick the pricing plan that
works best for their businesses. Healthcare providers that are routinely screening relatively the same
number of individuals and/or vendors each month benefit from a Subscription that is based on Providers,
while those organizations that are regularly screening different individuals against different databases will
benefit most from a Transaction based subscription. (Provider based subscriptions require the organization
to have an NPI)
The addition of Oregon to the list of databases included in the SecureEPLS system is the result of the state
officially publishing their own list. SecureEPLS now includes Oregon's Sanctioned Providers and their list
of State Medicaid Fraud Convictions.
Lou Liberio, Partner, added: "Back in August we promised that we had more coming. This is some of it.
We have one more exciting addition we're hoping to release by year end, and we have much more planned
for 2022."
SecureEPLS is a subscription service for screening and verifying vendors and employees against the
excluded, sanctioned, or debarred parties databases of federal and state governments, such as the OIG LEIE
and the GSA SAM/EPLS. Subscriptions for SecureEPLS.com are available starting as low as $11 per
month. These subscriptions are particularly suitable for Medical Practices, Home Care Providers, Nursing
Homes, Assisted Living Facilities, & CCRCs. Enterprise pricing and Service Level Agreements are also
available for the larger organizations such as Hospitals, Agencies, and Chains.
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More information on the product and service is available at the website, https://www.SecureEPLS.com
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